
Push S IRENA

UN MONDO PIÙ SICURO

P A N I C  E X I T  D E V I C E 
W I T H  A L A R M



Push S IRENA

EASY, QUICK AND COST 
EFFECTIVE INSTALLATION.

Push SIRENA by 
ISEO is the answer 
to these problems. 
No need of 
complex and 
expensive 
alarm systems 
on your door.
Push SIRENA 
is installed as a 
traditional panic 

exit device 
but has an 
acoustic alarm: 
when it is 
activated, 
it immediately 
detects any 
unauthorized 
opening of 
the escape 
route door.

Therefore, it 
represents the 
ideal solution
for shops, 
small warehouses 
and all places 
where escape 
routes need 
constant 
monitoring.

PEOPLE’S 
SAFETY 

COMBINED 
WITH 

GOODS’ 
SECURITY. 

Push SIRENA is available both as complete 
panic exit device and as independent device 
for retrofitting on ISEO panic exit devices of 
the PUSH series.
In both cases installation is extremely easy 
and quick and does not require any special 
tool or knowledge. 
No wiring in the door is needed since the 
device is battery-operated.

Escape routes represent a guarantee 
for people’s safety in case of fire or emer-
gency. 
Yet, they are always critical points for the 
security of the buildings and the goods 
they contain. 
As a matter of fact, if not adequately 
monitored, they become the ideal way for 
intruders to walk in and out.



OFF: 
the bar can be pressed without 
triggering the alarm.
 
ON: 
the alarm, both acoustic and
visual, comes into operation 
when the bar is pressed.
 
Break or courtesy function: 
a temporary status (5 sec.) 
within the ON status allowing 
exit without triggering 
the alarm. 

Ongoing alarm:
when the alarm is ON and the bar
is pressed, the device emits a 

strong acoustic signal and a red LED 
flashes.

DEVICE STATUS.

Through a selector operated by 
a key half-cylinder the user can 
program the functions and choose 
the device status, namely: ON, OFF 
and BREAK (courtesy function 
allowing exit without triggering 

the alarm). If the bar is pressed 
and the alarm is ON, the powerful 
siren emits a strong acoustic 
signal (90dB). The device LEDs 
show the current status as well as 
the battery status.

USER-FRIENDLY. 

Courtesy function allowing exit 
without alarm.
 
Alarm reset by key only.
 
Acoustic and LED signals showing
the device and battery status.  

Powered by 2 AA alkaline batteries 
(over 2 years of life without alarms).

3-level battery charge indicator
allowing scheduled replacement.
 
Selector compatible with European 
half-cylinders (size 30+10) with 
8-position DIN cam.

F U N C T I O N S  A N D  T E C H N I C A L  F E AT U R E S



PERMANENT ANTIBACTERIAL 
PROTECTION. 

AntiGerm is an absolutely safe 
antibacterial treatment which 
ISEO has decided to use on its 
range of panic exit devices.

It is based on the constant 
release of silver ions whose 
permanent action reduces 
bacteria level of 99%. 

AntiGerm is a registered and cer-
tified trademark exclusively used 
by ISEO on the global market for 
the panic exit device segment.

Push SIRENA 
IS ALSO

ANTIBACTERIAL 



PERMANENT 
SECURITY FOR 
PUBLIC SPACES. 

Infections in hospital are often 
understimated, both from a med-
ical and cultural point of view. 
Every year in Europe 4.1 million 
patients acquire an infection in 
hospital.*
 
In line with its attention to safe-
ty, ISEO has decided to add this 
measure to a device which is al-
ways present in public environ-
ments. Therefore, the panic exit 
function is enriched with antibac-
terial protection in all those plac-
es where healthcare is a basic 
requirement: hospitals, clinics, 
treatment homes but also child 
care centres and nursery schools.
 
AntiGerm is a treatment wich 
does not require special mainte-
nance.
The constant release of silver ions 
ensures top efficiency throughout 
the product life, even in case of 
surface scratches.

* Source: Sanità in Cifre, 23.02.2012
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Iseo Serrature s.p.a.
Via San Girolamo 13
25055 Pisogne (BS)
ITALY
Tel.  + 39 0364 8821
iseo@iseo.com


